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Privacy Policy Available Online 

As we will not be sending out our Privacy Policy through our newsletter this year, please be advised
that it is available on our website at: 

https://www.siouxempirefcu.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/PrivacyPolicy2010-04.pdf 

For a paper copy, please call (605) 367-7070. Our Privacy Policy has not changed since our last
reminder in 2014. 
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Teaching Checking Account Basics to Youngsters
When to start and what your child needs to know

The sooner children are taught the ins and outs of managing money, the more likely they are to use
these financial skills throughout the course of their lifetime, and ultimately, have a savvy hand in
saving. By teaching them at a young age about checking accounts, your kids are gaining knowledge
on how to develop smart spending habits and good credit in the future.

 

“It's actually easy to teach
kids about money,” says
Jayne A. Pearl, author of 
Kids and Money: Giving
Them the Savvy to Succeed
Financially.

 

“Turn your day-to-day
activities into learning
experiences,” she suggests.
For example, if you’re
headed to the bank, take
your kids along for the trip.
You can easily teach them
the basics of using the ATM
machine, explaining how
your checking account offers
easy access to your money,
making it easy to take out or
put money in, while also
making sure your money is
safe and secure.

 

As your child gets older, keep getting creative with ways to teach them spending and saving money
concepts. At some point, they might start receiving an allowance, which is a great time to help set
them up with their own savings account. 

 

“As soon as your child is receiving an allowance, he'll need a place to put his money," says Pearl.
Make sure that the account you open for your child doesn’t have any fees or minimum balance
requirements. Nowadays, many banks offer children's accounts that accommodate for this. Once you
do that, encourage your child to make deposits on a weekly or monthly basis, and make sure to
explain interest.

 

As your child grows, with a little encouragement and motivation from you, they will also grow their
savings account. 

 

“They get used to saving money,” says Pierre Habis, a retail branch banking executive at Union Bank.
“The next milestone is having access to a checking account. It's about setting habits, and then
continuing to grow.”

 

Heading into their teen years would be a great time to allow them to have their own checking account. 







 

“Checking accounts help teens monitor and record their money and spending,” says Tanya Breeling, a
vice president at Young Americans Center for Financial Education in Denver. “It's one form of a
spending plan because you have to track your money to the penny. It's a safe environment with
someone teaching.”

 

Usually, the parent is the co-owner with full access to the account, similar to a joint account. That
way, you’re in control while still being able to teach your kids the basics with their own money. 

 

“Training should come from the parent and the child,” says Breeling. "The bank provides the materials,
and parents reinforce them at home."

When it comes to debit cards, make sure your child knows how easy it is to deplete their checking
account with a few swipes. When they do start using their debit card, quiz your teen on why it was
used, where it was used, how much was spent and make sure they fully understand where the money
is coming from. It’s important they understand the card is connected to the checking account, and is
used the same way physical cash can be used. 

 

“You can wean them into that product (debit cards),” says Breeling. 

 

In addition, many banks offer online education tools to help teens learn more about checking accounts
— for example, Facebook’s My Money app, which allows the account holder to track their finances via
Facebook. It also helps when the parent keeps a close watch on the account, monitoring the child’s
weekly or monthly activity. Typically, the parent will have access to their children's accounts, such as
their transaction history. 

 

"You do want to give kids a little leeway," says Breeling. “In the teen years, you need to be more of a
mentor than a parent. Give them room to fail.”

 

By starting young, and continuing the savings through checking account stages in their teen years,
your child is likely to gain the necessary financial skills needed for their life. If you’re interested in
setting up your child with a checking account, contact us or stop by today. 
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What Size Should Your Mortgage Down Payment
Be?
Is the 20 percent rule really that important?

As if buying your first home wasn’t stressful enough with inspections and appraisals, you also have to
worry about financing. Deciding how much to put down on your home can affect you for the rest of
your life. Luckily, there are clear-cut advantages and disadvantages to putting certain amounts down.  

 

Twenty percent is ideal 

 

Culture deems 20 percent
as the magic number for
both buyers and lenders.
Why? For the borrower, 20
percent down usually will
qualify you for a slightly
lower interest rate than
someone who makes a
smaller down payment.
Another benefit is that you
will borrow less money,
making your monthly
payments smaller.
Additionally, you will have
20 percent equity in your
home right off the bat,
meaning that will be
available to borrow against
the loan in the future, or get
it back as part of your profit
when you sell.

 

On the other hand, 20 percent of the average home price in the nation ($200,000) is $40,000. Saving
up that much cash, plus the additional cash you will need for closing costs, moving fees, etc., can
take more than a handful of years. All the while, the housing market may see prices and interest rates
increase, making it even harder on buyers.  

 

One more advantage for buyers with a 20 percent down payment is that may not have to pay private
mortgage insurance (PMI), which provides insurance to the lender in case you default on your loan.
Thus, this amount is viewed as ideal by the lender because its risk is greatly reduced due to you
investing more of your own money in your home.

 

Pros and cons

 

There are loans available that require as little as three percent down. This could be great, as you will
obviously not need to save up as much money and can become a homeowner much faster. However,
significantly smaller down payments do have their disadvantages as well:

You will have to pay PMI to your lender, which increases your monthly payments. Depending
on the loan, the PMI will need to be paid until you reach 20 percent equity, or sometimes even
for the duration of the mortgage. 







for the duration of the mortgage. 
Your home loan will be larger, making your monthly payments larger as well.
Your interest rate will be slightly higher, too, compared to someone who makes a 20 percent
down payment.
In order to qualify for a mortgage, your maximum debt-to-income ratio must be 43 percent or
less; therefore, a smaller down payment may make it harder to qualify for a loan at all.  

Ultimately, the decision about the size of your down payment depends on a variety of factors, which
can be weighed only by you, the buyer/borrower. Consult with a lender to evaluate your individualized
loan options and make the best choice in the context of your individual financial plan.
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The Best Family Vehicles
These family rides are tough to beat

There are plenty of options when it comes to buying a vehicle. From two-door sports cars, to pickups
and everything in between. But when it comes to taming the American family, which vehicles are
best? 

 

Nearly every publication has their own rankings of the best family vehicles and with so many options,
it’s no wonder why. The size of your family is arguably the biggest factor in figuring out the type of
vehicle you need. Here are some great choices.

 

Chevrolet Suburban: A recent recipient of US News “Best Cars for Families” award and one of the
few true remaining family SUVs that can handle nearly anything you throw its way, the 2015 Suburban
can hold up to nine people and over 120 cubic feet of cargo for under $50,000. All-new for 2015, the
Suburban features a plethora of amenities including available 4G LTE Wi-Fi and up to 13 charging
ports (including available wireless charging) to help keep everyone connected. Other highlights
include a cargo management system, hands-free power liftgate, Chevy MyLink, and a rear seat
entertainment system.

 

Buick Enclave: The Buick
Enclave (MSRP $39,050) is
perfect for a larger family
thanks to its eight-passenger
seating (seven-passenger
seating is an option) over
three rows of seating with a
maximum of 115.2 cubic feet
of cargo. Features such as
the SmartSlide system that
helps getting to the third row
even easier, add in the
Buick QuietTuning process,
with sound blocking
features, and you’ll
experience an interior that is
far more advanced than
nearly all of its competitors. 

 

"The 2015 Buick Enclave is
a midsize-to-large luxury
crossover that boasts
exceptional practicality,
high-end touches and
impressive gas mileage,” according to AutoTrader. “It's made huge strides compared to old Buick
models, combining impressive fit and finish with state-of-the-art technology. For those in need of a
premium family hauler, there might be no better choice -- unless you're looking to tow a big boat or
crawl up the side of a mountain."

 

Honda Odyssey: Minivans may be the ultimate family vehicle with plenty of cargo and passenger
capability, and the 2015 Odyssey may be the best of the bunch. In addition to being named #1 in the
Minivan segment by US News, it was also named to their “Best Cars for Families” list, and it was given
a “2015 Top Safety Pick” rating from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. 







 

Speaking of safety, the Odyssey is one of the only vehicles on the market to offer five Lower Anchors
and Tethers for CHildren (LATCH). The Odyssey is available with the exclusive HondaVAC, which is
a built-in vacuum system that makes cleaning up a breeze. Some of the other available family friendly
amenities include power sliding doors, flip-up trash ring, tri-zone climate control and massive 16.2-inch
Honda DVD Ultrawide rear Entertainment system. 

 

"The sliding doors make it easy to get in and out, even in tight parking lots, there's plenty of room for
eight passengers, and cargo space is unparalleled,” Kelley Blue Book said. “But the Honda Odyssey
also has a fuel-efficient and powerful V6 engine, surprisingly good [handling,] and enough creature
comforts to let you think you're behind the wheel of a luxury car, and not the quintessential family
hauler."

 

Ford Fusion Hybrid: For families that aren’t quite as large, the Fusion Hybrid adds stellar fuel
economy to an already impressive four-door sedan. Starting at an MSRP of $26,890, the Fusion
Hybrid can achieve speeds of up to 85 mpg in electric mode, achieving a fuel efficiency of 44 mpg city
and 41 mpg highway through its 2.0-liter Atkinson cycle powerplant. Both SYNC and MyFord Touch
help maintain connectivity while keeping your eyes on the road. There are also plenty of standard and
available safety features including a Blind Spot Information System with Cross Traffic Alert, Lane
Keeping System, Adaptive Cruise Control with Forward Collision Warning, and so much more. 

 

In addition to being named a US News “Best Cars for Families” winner, Edmunds added high marks
as well.

 

"Other hybrid sedans, including the Toyota Camry Hybrid, the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid and related Kia
Optima Hybrid, are also solid choices, though they can't match the overall appeal of the Fusion or
Accord. Our pick is the Fusion," according to Edmunds. 

 

There are plenty of great family vehicles on the market today, so stop by and let us help you get the
financing you need and get into that new vehicle.
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Car Buying Made Easy
How your financial institution can help make your next vehicle
purchase stress-free

A common practice when buying a new or used vehicle is to go to the lot, pick the one you want and
let the dealership do all the financing work for you. Sure, that is convenient, but it doesn’t always
make your life easier in the long run. Starting your vehicle search at your financial institution will
actually make the entire process much more efficient. 

 

Here’s a quick overview to help you understand how:

 

Direct lending is the alternative to dealership financing mentioned above. Under direct lending,
consumers receive a loan directly from a financial institution. Here, you agree to pay the amount
financed plus interest over time. You still enter into a contract with the dealership to buy a vehicle as
you would with dealership financing, but you use the loan from the direct lender to pay for the vehicle. 

 

Advantages of direct lending include:

 

Better deals -
Financial institutions
offer auto financing
rate deals and
savings for numerous
occasions throughout
the year, and
sometimes for no
reason at all — they
are just all-around
lower rates than a
dealer can offer. 

More for your
money - Going direct
could save you much
more money by
getting that lower rate
right off the bat or
through refinancing.
Then you can utilize
the extra money in
your car-buying
budget to upgrade
your vehicle of
choice. More auto for
the same amount of money is definitely a plus.  

Peace of mind - Maybe more important than any other benefit, with direct lending, you have
the time to shop around for the best rates and credit terms that fit your needs.

Credit terms in advance - Speaking of credit terms, when you obtain pre-approved financing
before you buy the vehicle, you have that all-important “time” again to read and fully
understand the terms to which you are agreeing.

Knowing what you can afford - Furthermore, with pre-approved financing, you know the
exact price range in which to look for your car. No more getting your hopes up about a certain







exact price range in which to look for your car. No more getting your hopes up about a certain
car only to get shot down by all the dealership lenders.  

It’s highly unlikely that you sign on the dotted line for the first vehicle you see on the lot, so why would
you jump at the first financing deal that you are offered? Shopping around for your auto financing is
just as important — if not more so — than shopping around for the automobile that best suits you, so
don’t settle for whatever the dealership has to offer.
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